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53. Failing to rescue partner from
1NT doubled

As we saw last Friday, 1NT dou-
bled can be a disaster for the
declaring team. So when your
partner opens 1NT and the oppo-
nents double, you should be very
keen to make a rescue bid. There’s
no Stayman 2♣ (nor Transfer
2♦/♥). If you’ve a weak hand and
a five-card suit, bid it. [There are
rescue ploys (by partnership
agreement) with two four-card
suits, so imperative is it to be able
to get your partner out of trouble.]

Exercise. Your partner has
opened 1NT and right-hand oppo-
nent has doubled. What do you do
with these?

With the first, rescue into 2♣

(no Stayman after double). With
the second, bid 2♠ — the weaker
your hand, the worse 1NT doubled
will be, so the more important it is
you rescue. With the third, 4333
shaped, all you can do is pass (and
apologise as you table dummy —
perhaps get partner a stiff drink). If
you do bid 2♠, you’ll get doubled,
and there’s no reason to think 2♠

will play any better than 1NT, quite
possibly worse (frying pan — fire).

What Happened
West led out ♣AKQJ10. East had
helpfully discarded ♠J, so West
knew to switch to ♠2. Declarer
won ♠A and could do no better
than cash ♦AK. Four down and
E-W +1,100.

What Should Have Happened
East doubles 2♥ and leads a
normal ♠J (a minor would work
better). As North, you win ♠A, ruff
♠4, cross to ♦K, ruff ♠6, cross to
♦A, ruff ♠7 and that’s six tricks.
You exit with a non-heart and
must later score ♥K. Only one
down — disaster averted.
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Contract: 1NT Dbled (by S) , Opening Lead: ♣A 

Dealer: South, Vulnerability: Both

N

W E
S

♠5
♥97542
♦8543
♣732

1NT Dbl Pass(1) Pass
Pass

(1) Mistakenly thinking he is too weak to
bid. Quite the reverse applies — the weaker
your hand, the more essential it is you res-
cue your partner.

What Happened

S W N E

♠A764
♥K3
♦AK72
♣986

♠J1093
♥AQ106
♦J106
♣54

♠KQ82
♥J8
♦Q9
♣AKQJ10

What Should Have Happened

S W N E
1NT Dbl 2♥(1) Dbl
end

(1) It is mandatory to rescue 1NT doubled
when you have a five-card suit. Indeed,
North should rescue 1NT undoubled with
this too.

Contract: 2♥ Dbled (by N), Opening Lead: ♠J

♠86432
♥83
♦862
♣852

♠8643
♥832
♦862
♣852

♠J102
♥976
♦Q7
♣J9532


